A new mechanobiological era: microfluidic pathways to apply and sense forces at the cellular level.
Fueled by technological advances in micromanipulation methodologies, the field of mechanobiology has boomed in the last decade. Increasing needs for clinical solutions to better maintain our major mechanosensitive tissues (muscle, bone, and cartilage) with increasing age and new insights into cellular adaptations to mechanical stresses beckon for novel approaches to meet the needs of the future. In particular, the emergence of microfluidics has inspired new interdisciplinary strategies to decipher cellular mechanotransduction on the biochemical as well as macromolecular level. Cellular actuation by locally varying fluid shear can serve to accurately alter membrane surface tension as well as produce direct compressive and strain forces onto cells. Moreover, incorporating microelectronic technologies into microfluidic platforms has led to further advances in actuation and readout possibilities. In this review, we discuss the application of microfluidics to mechanobiological research with particular focus on microfluidic platforms that are able to simultaneously monitor cellular adaptation to mechanical forces and interpret biochemical mechanotransduction.